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INTRODUCTION

1. In resolution 346 (XIV) adopted at its fifth meeting held at Rabat in

March 1979, the Conference of Ministers of the Economic Commission for Africa
requested the Executive Secretary cf EGA, in,co-operation with the Administrative
Secretary-General of the Organization of African Unity, to convene a meeting

of African Ministers of Trade to undertake an evaluation of the outcome of the
fifth session of the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development which

was to -be held in Manila in May 1979*

2« However, since the time that resolution was adopted, it appeared to
the OAU and ECA secretariats that, on the threshold of the Third United
Nations Development Decade and in view of the forthcoming Extraordinary
Session of the OAU Assembly of Heads of State and Government on Africa s
economic development which is to be held in April 1980 in Lagos, the African
Ministers of Trade should not confine themselves to the fifth session of
UNCTAD* The Ministers should extend the scope of the evaluation to cover

other major international economic negotiations so as to have an cvar-all
view of the situation of the region in the context of these negotiations,

in such a manner as to lay a sound basis for formulating some of the elements
of a new African strategy for negotiation and development3

3. Accordingly, the sixth session of the Conference of African ^isters
of Trade, jointly sponsored by the Organization of African Unity (OAU) and
the Economic Commission for Africa (BCA), was held at Addis Ababa from

17 to 20 March 19S0«

PART ONE: ORGANISATION AND PROCEEDINGS

A. ATTENDANCE AND ORGANIZATION OF WORK

4o The Conference was attended by: (a) representatives of the following '
countries: Algeria, Angola, Benin, Burundi, Chad, the Comoros, the Congo,
Djibouti, Egypt, Equatorial Guinea, Ethiopia, Gabon, the Gambia, Ghana.
Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, the Ivory Coast, Kenya, Lesotho, Liberia, the Libyan
Arab Jamahirlya, Ivlalawi, Mauritania, Mozambique, the Niger, Nigeria, Rwanda,
Senegal. Sierra Leone, the Sudan, Togo, Tunisia, Uganda, tho United Republic of

Cameroon, the United Republic of Tanziaia, the Ur>per Volta- Zambia ana Zaire ;
Ob) a representedi** of Southern fi&odfi*ia, (Ziffltabwo); (c) ctBorvore . (

organizations; yAssociation of African Trade l*^*^^?**1™£ATP0''
African Regional Organization for Standardization (ARSO), Arab Bank for

£St

organizations; yAssocia ^^^?£
African Regional Organization for Standardization (ARSO), Arab Bank for
£onoScDevelopment in Africa (BADEA), Buiqpe Central des Etatsde 1'Afrique

() h lt Adnistration
£onoScDevelopment in Africa (BADEA), Buiqpe Central des t
de l'Ouest (BCEAO), African Training and Research lentre in Administration
for Development (CAFRAD), International Trade Centre, African ReinBi^anoe

Corporation (AFKICA-RE), Ifeited Nations Conference on Trade and Development
(UNCTAD), United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) and the World Health

Organization "(WHO).
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5# The following officers were alectcd:

Chairman: Ethiopia

First Vice-Chairman Nigeria

Second Vice-Chairman Sudan

Third Vice-Chairman Rwanda

Rapporteur Zambia

B. AGENDA

6, On 18 March 1980, the Conference adopted the following agenda:

1. Opening of the Conference

2. Election of officers

3. Adoption of the agenda and organization of work

4. Consideration of the report of the preparatory Intergovernmental
Meeting of Experts, including proposals for a new African
Strategy in the international trade and finance fields as part

of the over-all African strategy for the Third United Nations

Development Decade

5. Any other business

6. Date and place of the seventh session of the Conference

7. Adoption of the report and closure of the Conference.

C. ACCOUNT OF PROCEEDINGS

Opening statements

7. The Conference listened to speeches from Comrade Lt. Colonel Fesseha

Desta, Assistant Secretary-General of the Provisional ^^g?1*^*
Council and Deputy Chairman of the Council of Ministers of i^ialxs
Mr. Paul Etiang, Assistant Secretary^Seneral of the Organization of African
Unity: Mr. Adebayo Medeji, ^eouti^ %cretary-P? the £cpnpmic Commission
for Africa; Mr, Eugene Adoboli, Representative of the United Nations
Conference on Trade and Development and Mr, Serigne Lamine alop, Minister of

Trade of Senegal.

8# In his address Ltc Colonel Fesseha Desta stressed the need for the old
international economic order *to"--giye-way >to a .^w-economic order whose
benefits, contrary to what was now the case,would, not oe a monopoly of the
developed world. The recent international negotiations had failed and
imbalance* trade and financial relations between the developed world and
developing countries with such associated ills as inflation, neavy debt
burden and the domination of transnational corporations. The economic

dependence must be broken so as to reinforce Africa's independence.
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9. Welcoming Zimbabwe's independence, he; went on to express the wish for

the speedy liberation of .both Namibia and, ultimately, South Africa* With

the near completion of political independence efforts must be wholly directed

to the economic arid social emancipation of Africa.

10o Efforts at a negotiated restructuring of the new international economic

order had failed owing largely to the selfish motives of the developed world.

To meet the challenge of that stalemate the African continent must generate

the political will to provide the necessary thrust to economic co-operation

based on well-formulated policies and solutions and founded on an objective

assessment of African economies at the subregional and regional levels.

To that end, he welcomed the efforts of ECA in promoting co-operation through

the creation of trade preferential e,'eas and noted that iiitra-African trade

deserved unreserved attention and hence needed all the encouragement that
could be marshalled* But that must be done within the over-all new African

strategy which called fors amcr^ other considerations, the restructuring of

the production system in Africa. He reminded the Ministers that a new African

strategy should be based on the broad principles agreed upon by the Heads

of State in Monrovia in '1979 and as part of the overfall development strategy

for the third Unitei Nations Development Decade* He concluded by observing

that Africa should rem-j.i.n united; in its efforts,

■11* Addressing the Conference, the Executive Secretary cf EGA-recalled that

one of the main objectives' of the meeting was to evaluate and assess the
benefits to the region from large-scale international economic negotiations.

It was clear that Africa had derived very limited advantages from them,

mainly because of a lack of political will on the part of developed countries,

whose main reason for such a stand was their reluctance to accept the

structural changes and ^rhe changes in the rules and principles embodied in

the present system of world economic relations which were necessary if a

new international economic order was to be establishedA ; ■

12o The outcome of the above assessment inevitably demanded that the
Ministers formulate an African strategy specifically related to international

trade and finance which would form an integral part of the global strategy.

That strategy would have to be based on the principle of self-reliance and

internally—located development process*

13o Towards that end, he drew attention to the need to set up two mechanisms.

One related to an African monetary fund to be created by 1985 at the latest.
The second related to the establishment of a ministerialfollow-up committee

oh international trade and finance for African development.

14, The Assistant Secretary-General of OAU, Head of Economic Co-operation

and Development Department, speaking on behalf of the Administrative Secretary-

General, expressed his pleasure that Zimbabwe, under the leadership o£ the

Patriotic Front would at last be independent on 18 April 1980o He was sure

that the final battles for liberating Namibia and South Africa would be over

in the near future*-.
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15o He reminded the Ministers that the fierce battle of freeing the African

continent in the economic field had hardly begun. The 1970s had been a

disappointment and had left major problems unresolved in the trade, monetary and

financial fields3 All the international:economic negotiations in which

Africa had hoped that a new international economic order could be hammered

out had failed^ That background represented the justification for formulating

an African economic strategy for the 1980s*

16« In the field of intra"African trade,finance and monetary co-operation|

little had been achieved and yet the continent's hopes must be placed in

that area© To achieve the best results, concerted efforts at intensifying

production at all levels must be embarked

17« The sectoral approach in intra—African co-operation must be given the

highest priority in formulating the African strategy., and co-operation based

on self—reliance must be stressed*

18» The representative of UNCTAD, Mr, Eugene Adcboli.. delineated the role of

UNGTADo He analysed the achievements and failures of ONCTAD through the

stages of innovation, deliberations and negotiations0 UNCTAD had been

instrumental in initiating the North-^South dialogue*, During the fourth

session of UNCTAD, the integrated programme for commodities had been initiated

and a nuobei* ofdecisions had been taken to solve complex issues ranging from
technology, shipping, restrictive, business practices to economic co-operation
anong developing countries* .

19<v He observed that one cause of failure, besides the lack of political

will on the part of developed countries and socialist countries of Eastern

Europe to bring about structural changes in international economic relations,

was the tendency by the developing countries to open issues which were already

resolved among themselves or to introduce completely new ones0

20e The old economic order was crumbling and, inevitably, new principles

and rules on which a new world economic order must be built were required*

That order had to be formulated at all levels and eventually integrated in

a world order? and !MCTAD*s responsibility, in co-operation with other

relevant organs, was precisely in shaping that destiny*

21* In his statement to thank the host country on behalf of the delegations

present at the Conference, the Senegalese Trade Minister observed that the

decade which had just ended had not responded to the hopes of the African

continenta The economic situation of Africa remained precarious owing to

its weak financial resources while huge sums were spent on armaments0 In

that regardy he recalled the proposal made by his:President? at the United

Nations, to raise a levy of 5 per cent on military spending for the benefit

of developing countries to assist in their development•

22« He expressed the hope that the results of the present Conference would

reinforce the ideas towards a radical reassessment of the economicj monetary

and financial relations of African countries*,
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Discussions on the report of the Intergovernmental Meeting of Experts

Preparatory to the sixth session of the Conference of African Ministers

of Trade

23. The Ministers accepted the report of the experts by consensus after

indicating a number of areas where improvements of various kinds should be

madeo

24» Emphasis was placed on the need for improving transport and communications

facilities 30 as to aid in the transformation of intra-African co-operation

and trade in particular,. That effort should be augmented further by creating

and strengthening information dissemination mechanisms©

25o They agreed that better co-ordination among the African countries

between and before major meetings both within and outside Africa would be

served best by the creation of co-ordinating mechanisms at the ministerial

and ECA/OAU secretariat levelse

26e They called for a more elaborate plan for Africa's trade expansion and

its integration in the over-all strategy for the region* Discussion dwelt

at length on the issues that should be considered in that elaboration. The

containment of transnational corporations was called for; and the need to

make extra effort to ensure massive flows of finance and technology

especially to the least developed countries was emphasized. In the production

sector, Africa should increasingly attempt to satisfy its needs first and

foremost through collective effortsT even meet its capital equipment needs,

African countries should try to organize themselves to provide markets for

each other and towards that end, a lesson could be drawn from the experiences

of OPECj Korea, India, China, and Japan,

27o The conference reaffirmed the provisions of resolution CI4/RES«,717 (XXXIIl)
Rev»l of the Council of Ministers of the Organization of African Unity

relating to the creation of an OAU Guarantee and Solidarity Fund,

28. The ministers also approved the creation of an African Payments Union,

As a first step in that direction, subregional clearing and payments arrange—

ments should be established with a view subsequently to establishing the

African Payments Union*, It was agreed to set up subregional procurement

arrangements and insurance and re—insurance institutions at the national

and subregional levels,* Furthermore it was agreed in principle that an

African Monetary Fund should be established. In that respect, it was decided

that a high—level group of experts should be set up as soon as possible to

study the modalities and make recommendations for the establishment of the

Fund* The report of the high-level group of experts should be submitted to

the Conference of African Trade Ministers not later than 19&2,

Any other business (agenda item 5)

29* The Conference decided to set up a regional level Ministerial Follow-up

Committee on International Trade and Finance for African development, whose

terms of reference: composition and working arrangements are set out in the

resolution contained in section Do
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30, Pursuant to section II paragraph (b) of that resolution and after due
consultations among delegations at the subregional level, the following

countries were elected as members of the "Committee., in addition te those

already represented on the Bureau erf the Conference:

East frica -Kenya, United Republic of Tanzania

Southern Africa - Lesotho, Mozambique

Nest Africa ~ the Niger, Sierra Leone

Central Africa - the Congo„ Zaire

North Africa - Algeria^ Tunisia*

31O Thj representative of Ugandasln outlining the plight of his country

which was faced with extreme economic difficulties that had resulted from

eight years of economic mismanagement and exploitation by the previous

regime^ noted that, although some donors had responded positively to the

appeal made by his Government for emergency assistance7 it had not been

enough to meet the unusual needs for rehabilitation and reconstruction*

32O He pointed out that, since 1971? output in all sectors had declined

sharply and by 1979 the entire economic and government administrative system

had nearly collapsed* He therefore called upon the African member States

in a position to do so to assist Uganda in the financial and technical fields

to rehabilitate itself. Furthermorej he called upon the African States to

stand firmly behind Uganda's appeal to the entire international community to

provide the urgently required financial and technical assistance to speed

up reconstruction In that regardP he paid special tribute to the support

given by African States during the thirty-fourth session of the General

Assembly on resolution 34/122 and appealed to them to continue such support

so that Uganda could quickly recover from its grave economic problems*, In

addition he appealed to his country's neighbours to continue to facilitate

the easy and quick movement of its transit traffic taking into consideration

the urgency o£ the present situation*.

33O The representative, of Zimbabwe (Southern Rhodesia) expressed joy for
attending as a representative of Zimbabwe* He thanked the African States

members of OAU for the immense contribution they had made towards Zimbabwe's
liberation and pledged his country's full participation in future conferences

of interest to Africa's development© He further reiterated his country"s

commitment to the; cause of the lib.^racion. of the rest of Africao

34* The representatives of" both Kenya and Lesotho expressed sorrow and

grief at the plight of Uganda and urged the Conference to respond to Ugandans

call in the spirit of collective self-reliance and African solidarity and

brotherhood*

Date and place of the seventh session of the Conference (agenda item 5)

35* It was decided that both date and place would be determined by the Bureau

with the help of the OAU and ECA secretariats after consultation with member

countries which would express a desire to host the Conference.
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Adoption of the report and closure of_ the Conference (agenda item 7)

36, After considering the report, the Conference adopted the present report*

37, A vote of thanks ia,s expressed to the Chairman of the Conference, the

Government of Socialist Ethiopia, as well as the sponsoring organizations

(OAU/ECA), for their efforts which had enabled the Conference to hold its

sixth session successfully.

38» The Chairman thanked participants for their active and valuable

contributions to the work of the Conference* He further expressed joy on

Zimbabwe's liberation and hoped that the rest of Africa would soon be free*

With regard to Uganda's plight^ he appealed to follow member States to do

everything in their power at regional level and in international fora to

enable Uganda to recover* He promised that the Bureau and the Follow-up

Committee would do their utmost in thai connexion*,

39. The Chairman then declared the sixth session of the Conference of

African Ministers of Trade closed«
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D. RESOLUTION

The Conference of African fflinisters of Trade, . ,, •■'.-."..■.

Aware of the need to ensure effective implementation of th6 African

strategy in the field of international trade and finance including intra—

African trade and finance,.

Recalling its resolution CMC/2 (IV) Res* 2 adopted in Algiers in

November 1975» '

Mindful of the need; to co-ordinate African positions in the field of

international trade and finance in between its sessions,

Convinced of the urgency of setting up appropriate mechanisms to these

ends,

Decides that a Ministerial Folloi'Mip Committee on International Trade and
Finance for African Development shall be set up with the following terras of

reference, composition and working arrangements.

I* Terms of reference

The Committee, which shall normally meet twice a year, shall be

responsible for:

(a) Monitoring the implementation of the African strategy in the field
of International Trade and Finance including intra—African trade and finance

as part of the over-all development strategy for Africa;

(b) Co-ordinating, harmonizing and preparing the African position
on issues relating to international trade and finance for development;

(o) Reviewing from time to time progress made in the implementation

of multilateral agreements between African countries and the outside world

in the field of international trade and finance including the second ACF-EEC

Lome Convention and UIJCTAD's Integrated Programme for Commodities.

At its first meeting the Committee should re-examine resolution CMC/2

(XV) Res.2 in the light of subsequent developments and the decision to set

up a Follov^-up Committee and make appropriate recommendations to the Seventh

Session of the Conference of African Ministers of Trade regarding, inter

alia- the periodicity of the regular sessions of the Conference.

II* Composition and working arrangements

The Follow-up Committee on International Trade and Finance for African

Development shall consist of the following:

(a) The Bureau of the Conference of African Ministers of Trade elected
at its last meeting; and
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(b) Two representatives of States ftom each of the five OAU subregions.

to addition the Secretary^eneral of OAU and the Executive Secretary of

EGA, in consultation «ith the Chairman of the Committee may invite to the
meetings of the Committee such pan^-African or international instxtutxons as

seem necessary for the successful deliberations of the Commxttee.

The Chairman of the Conference of African Ministers of Trade shall

preside over the meetings of the Follows Committee, In his absence one

It the Vice^hairraenshall preside. States members of the Commxttee shall

be elected at each biennial Conference.

For purposes of effective co-ordination of African positions in the

fields of international trade and finance, the Chairman of the Committee may

be given the mandate by the Follow-up Committee to represent the Afrxcan

region at international fora.

The Follow-up Committee shall submit a report on its activities to the

Conference of African Ministers of Trade.
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PART TtiO: RECOMMENDATIONS

A, INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC RELATIONS AS FACTORS IN AFRICAN DEVEU3PMENT

lo The Conference took note with appreciation of the assessment of the
various major international negotiations in which African couuvrxcs had
participated and were participating, contained in the ™l°* of Intevgovv
Meeting of Experts Preparatory to the sixth session of the Conference of
African Ministers of Trade and made the following recommendations ^n respect

of each of thems

(a) Fifth session of the United Nations Conference_grLTrade^and

Development^

20 The Conference recommends that:

(a) Member States should continue, within the permanent machinery of
UNCTA^-and/or in other fora, to pursue satisfactory solutions to the ma3or
unresolved issues, including those relating to the restructuring of the

international economic ordero

(b) Particular attention should be given to on-going negotiations
relating to the implementation of the Integrated Programme fcr ^^itxes,
Including the establishment of a Common Fund with a viable second window,

(c) Developed countries should be urged to review their position with
regard to trade restrictions with a view to reducing tariff and non-tai^tf

in particular^

(b) Tokyo Round multilateral trade negotiations

3e The Conference recommends that:

(a) Member States which have not yet signed the NTH documents should
consider noticing so and should continue negotiations until all che objectives
of interest to them as contained in Tokyo Declarations are Willed,

,'b) Member States should identify their trade interests and harmonize
their'stands with a view to strengthening their negotiating power.

fc) EGA and OAU, with the financial help of UNDP, should «
assistmember States in the over-all negotiations, -noludirg the m
thereof to ensure that African interests are duly safeguarded,

(d) The unresolved issues at the iffl including safeguards quantitative

Z tTfpply all preferences ^^^.^^
developing countries which participated xn the MTrt
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(cj Reform of the international monetary system

4. The Conference noted that the international community had failed to attain

its objectives in matters of currency, trade and the transfer of real re

sources to developing countries in general and to African countries in

particular* It was also aware that past negotiations had not enabled African

countries to achieve substantial improvements in the international monetary

system to help their development*

5. Consequently the Conference recognized the urgent need for a resumption

of international negotiations on a fundamental reform of the present system.

Pending the resumption of such negotiations, the meeting reaffirmed the

African continent's support for the immediate action programme proposed by

the intergovernmental Group of 2l\ on international monetary questions*

6* The Ministers noted that any medium— or long—term action taken towards

promoting monetary and financial integration at the continental level would

be bound to stengthen Africa's position in international negotiations.

7. The Conference recommends:

(a) The implementation of measures likely to promote the development

of intra—African trade.

(b) The taking of appropriate steps for the establishment of an African

Monetary FYind, including the convening of a high—level expert group, which

would recommend appropriate modalities for the setting up thereof.

(c_) The implementation of the provisions of resolution M/Res» 717

(XXXIIl") Rev. 1 adopted at the thirty-third session of the Council of Ministers
of OAU held at Monrovia in July 1979 concerning the creation of an QAU

Guarantee and Solidarity Fund.

(d) Second ACP-EEC Lome Convention

8. The Conference recommends that:

(a) Steps should be taken to ensure that the financial resources made

available are duly disbursed and that unnecessary bureaucratic and technical

devices which make it more difficult to benefit from the provisions of the

Convention are removed.

(b) Care should be taken to ensure that the STABEX system is improved to

allow for greater product coverage and to stabilize ACP exports in real,

and not marginal, terms. Improvements should also be made in the trade

chapter with a view to giving ACP agricultural products and manufactures easy

access to.EEC markets.
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(cj STSIIIN should be improved with a view to providing for the

stabilization of mineral exports in real terms and the reducfcicn of dependency
thresholds;

(d_) An at-fcempt should be made to bring the chapter on industrial co

operation into line with ACP industrial development effortsa It is necessary

to set up as soon as possible vhe fund for jjidustrial developmente

(e_) All member States should set up national structures and mechanisms

to monitor the implementation and application of the Convention*

(f,) Care should be taken to ensure that the trade facilities offered

by the Convention are used in such a way as to avoid freezing traditional

production structuresa

(|») Every effort should be made to ensure that African States benefit
as much as possible from the provisions of the new Lome Convention dealing

with regional co-operation0

(h) Measures should be taken by the ACP countries to upgrade and

accelerate <he procedure for the preparation and initiation of projects

submitted to EEC for financings

(i) An ACP chamber of commerce should be set up to facilitate intra—

ACP tradeo

(£.) African regional meeting on economic co-operation among
developing countries

9o. The Conference recalled; . , ■

(a) Conference of Ministers resolutions 325 (Kill) on economic co

operation among developing countr3.es of. 1 I.ferch 1977 and 355 (XIV) on
economic and technical co-operation among developing countries adopted on

27 March 1979., -:' -

(b) The decisions of the fourth Ministerial Meeting of the Group of

77 held at Arusha in February 1979 wMch adopted the Arusha Programme for

Collective Self—reliarice and the Short/Medium-term Plan of Action for

Global Priorities on Ecc lomic Co—operation among Developing Countrieso

(c) United Rations Conference on Trade and Development resoiution

127 (V*7 of 3 June 1979 ? in particular its paragraphs 1.2 and 13 endorsing
the convening of Meetings .art _ECDC under the auspices of UNCTAD? ns adopted

in the Arusha. Programme for Collective Self—relianceo

(d) Conference of Ministers resolutions 301 (XIIl) and 302 (XIIl) of
28 February 1977 on co-operation with the Economic Commission for Western

Asia and with the Economic Commission for Latin America respectively*,
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10. It noted with appreciation the various initiatives of the Executive

Secretary of the Commission in developing close links-with his counterparts

in the four other regional commissions on matters relating to economic co

operation among developing countries and the support which the secretariats
of the Organization of African Unity and the Commission continued to provide

to African cduntri.es in promoting such co-operation.

11, It expressed the conviction that economic co-operation among developing
countries could be a key element in facilitating the economic development of the

developing countries through the promotion of collective self-reliance.,

12« It was mindful of the fact that Africa was the least developed among the

developing regions and &*». a result, special consideration vas needed "to "be given

to it when working out mutually satisfactory arrangements among developing

countries*

13« It recognized the need for the international community to give its full
support to the promotion of economic co-operation among developing countries

in the spirit of the General Assembly resolutions 3201 (S-VT) and 3202 (S-Vi;
of 1 llay 1974 on the New International Economic Order•

14# It recalled the commitment of the African countries to the promotion of
economic co-operation among developing countries through the various decisions

and resolutions adopted within the Group of 77«

15. The Conference, therefore: .

(a) Takes note of and approves the recommendations relating to trade

as contained in the report of the African Regional Meeting which was held
in Addis Ababa from 7 to 18 December 1979, in preparation for the forthcoming

interregional meeting of the Group of 77?

(b) Appeals to all OAU member States to ensure their full and effective

participation in the international negotiations on economic cooperation

among developing countries and requests the African delegations at the
interregional.meeting on economic co-operation among developing countries

being held in Geneva from 17 llarch to 3 April 1980 to take fully,-into
account the interests of the African region particularly, the least developed,
land-locked and island developing countries and the most-seriously affected
countries, in their-negotia^ions with;other developing regions, as outlined;'

in the above, reportj

(c) Appeals further to member countries to continue to harmonize their

positions and to adopt a common approach with their developing partners in
other negotiations due.to take place under the aegis of the United Nations
Conference on-Trade and Development in the implementation of the programme

of economic co-operation among developing countries as decided by the Group ,

of 77 and at other fora.
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(f) Generalized system of preferences (GSP)

l6« The Conference reconwends that efforts should be made to ensure that:

(a) The GSP system which was due to expire in 1981 is extended;

(b) The GSP is legally binding on signatories;

(c) The product coverage is expanded to include all agricultural,

mineral and manufactured products of interest to developing countries and

the level of tariff cuts in increased; without affecting the advantages

resulting from other preferential arrangements;

(d) The rules of origin and safeguard measures are relaxed and the

principle of non^iscritaination and non-reciprocity is respected^

(e) Member States participate fully in all GSP negotiations;

(f) Appropriate mechanisms are established at the national level

to disseminate the relevant information on GSP to advantage of all end-users#

Bo PROJECT FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF INTRA-AFRICAN TRADE AND FINANCIAL AND

MONETARY CO-OPERATION : :

17« The Conference adopted the following resolution approving the project ■

document and the extension of the project for a further three-year period,

RESOLUTION

RENEWAL OF THE UNDP-FBIANCSD PROJECT FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF . ■ ' . ■'v
TRADE,' MONETARY AHD FINANCIAL CO-OPERATION

The African Conference of Ministers of TradeB

Noting with satisfaction the completion of the first phase of the intra-

African trade development project and the substantial results it has achieved

since its inception in 1975*

Recalling that the development of intra-African trade has been accorded

priority as resulutions 222(x) B o;.13 February 1973 and 262 (XXI)'of 28 February

1975 >. ol.o Conference of "Ministers'of the Economic Commission for Africa and
that Commission resolution 131 (VIl) of 22 February 1965 called for the

establishment of an African payments union and a pan-African clearing system,

Recalling further the Conference of Ministers resolution 332(XIV) of

27 March 1979 on the African Strategy for development within the Third United

Nations Development Decade, which emphasized the need for increasing the intra-

African trade s^are of total African trade from k to 8 per cent within the ' ■'

next decade,

Noting that this objective was supported by the Monrovia Declaration of

Commitment of the Heads of State and Government of the Organization of African

Unity and the Monrovia strategy for the economic development of Africa and

related plan of action, l/

1/ CH/Res. 722 (XXXIIl).
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Recognizing the substantial contribution of the project to the efforts
currently being directed towards the creation and/or the strengthening of
economic, trade and payments institutions in Africa, especially through the

lAiltinational Programming and Operational Centres,

Bearing in mind that the work in this field is expected to increase
as more and more economic and trade institutions are likely to come into being in

the coming years,

Noting further that trade and monetary co-operation is an effective
instrument for the achievement of self-reliance and economic integration at

the subregional and regional levels,

Convinced that there is a need to extend the project for a further

period of three years,

1. Endorses the project document for the second phase as prepared by the

secretariat;

2. Expresses its gratitude to the United Nations Development Programme

for the financial resources provided during the first phase;

3. Requests the United Nations Development Programme to provide the
necessary financing for the second phase at the level indicated in the project

document prepared by the secretariat.

C. ORGANIZATION OF THE THIRD ALIWVFRICA TRADE FAIH

18, The practice of holding an All-Africa Trade Fair was accepted and
encouraged and all OAU member States were called upon to participate effectively.
Owing to a divergency of views as to the state of preparedness for the third
All-Africa Trade Fair to be held in Khartoum,the &idan, the Conference directed
that the members of the Preparatory Committee for the Fair should meet during

the Conference and submit their recommendations to the Conference. On the
basis of the Committee's report, it was noted that many delegations held the
view that OAU fairs should entirely be an African affair• Other delegations,

however, saw virtue in allowing non-African participation in the fairs, A
number of delegations were unanimous in the view that the organization of the
Fair, in all its aspects, should be a matter for the Ministers of Trade alone.

The conference decideds

(a) That the Third All-Africa Trade Fair should be held in Khartoum, the

Sudan,~should proceed as planned, namely that it should take place
from 3 to 17 November 1980, and that, subject to availability of space, non-

African countries may be allowed to participate;
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(b) ■ That itt principle the All--Africa TrafcdetFai^ should be restricted
to African countries'<<»iiy«T9"-ttiat end, xf possible and subject to whatever
commitment;'QAEi Viad made. to.Ghanajiin connexion -with the fourth All-Africa Trade

Fair which was scheduled to take place in ^pcrai Ghana, in 19^4* the principle

of "an All-African affair1? be ii

(%} That'the matter of organizing OAU fairs should be ventirely the ■

responsibility of the Llinisters of Trade .rather than of the Council of Ministers;

(d) That; there snouXcl ^e a follow-up committee to do a post«mortejp; .

on the fairs with regard to their intended, effect and a report ^*^
to the Ministers of Tradeo , : ,

■»."'■■ ■

; '■*


